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 ** **weatherman in oregon – an interview with Scott Kelly** **by sarah wiggins** ** _I am writing this book as part of a class in a PhD program at the University of Oregon. I am interested in the relationship between weather and media representations of climate change. This interview is a part of a research project. I am interested in how media images of weather contribute to and are shaped by
climate change discussions. We are particularly interested in how climate change affects the daily lives of those who live near the boundary of the weather._** **scott kelly:** **The weatherman in oregon, in a storm.** **excerpts from the interview:** **scott:** **From what I understand, you have been a weatherperson for about 25 years?** **Correct.** **How would you describe your job?**
**It's almost like any other job in terms of hours, what you have to do. But you're in the field for 25 years, so you learn a lot about it. As far as the weatherman goes, I've always been good at following directions. I think what makes a good weatherman is you have to be able to follow direction, but you also have to be able to interpret what the data says.** **Can you tell me a little bit about the data

you see and interpret?** **There are four main things that you look at.** **Tornado reports are by far the most important. I look at them because they're the highest-profile weather events, and I'm always worried that they're going to knock power out. So, it's like, wow, this is a big storm. We should look at the tornado reports to see what the state of the storm is.** **Wind reports also, but tornadoes
are the big thing. Storms, too. I go to the storm, and that's where I see the radar—the radar of what the storms 82157476af
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